
Choir notes Lesson two   
Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf eighth note jam  Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf 

 

Congratulations on surviving your first quarter in choir!  In this lesson you will expand on your 
rhythm and solfege knowledge, as well as learn some important music symbols! 
 

PART I: MUSIC NOTES 2  

You have probably seen notes with a FLAG on the side or notes connected together with single 
beams in your music.  These are EIGHTH NOTES.   

or        
    EIGHTH NOTE         TWO BEAMED EIGHTH NOTES       EIGHTH REST 
      ½ Beat long         ½ Beat each = 1 Beat total    ½ Beat of Silence 

 
As you can see – eighth notes can appear by themselves, or connected together in groups.  
Eighth notes beamed together in groups of 2 are the most common form. 
You know they are eighth notes if they have only 1 flag, or only 1 beam.   
If they have MORE than one flag or beam, they are NOT eighth notes.  
 
Since EIGHTH NOTES and EIGHTH RESTS are only ½ beat each, it is possible (and common) for 
them to happen OFF BEAT.  Sometimes they happen on the START of a beat, and sometimes 
they happen in the MIDDLE of a beat.   
 
TO COUNT EIGHTH NOTES or RESTS, you’ll need to figure out if they happen at the START or in 
the MIDDLE of the beat.  

 START of a beat –write the NUMBER of that beat under the note or rest.   

 MIDDLE of the beat – write a PLUS SIGN (+) under the note.  The plus sign stands for 
the word “And”.   

 
In COMMON TIME, an entire measure of EIGHTH NOTES could look like this: 

                                        
   
 
EIGHTH NOTES can be beamed in groups of 2 instead of 4: 
 
 
 
            1      +       2       +       3      +       4       +  
 

EIGHTH NOTES can also appear with flags disconnected from one another:  

 
              1     +     2     +     3    +     4      +   

http://classicalguitaronline.net/2eighths2sixteenths1.jpg


Each of the examples above is a correct way to write EIGHTH NOTES in music! 
As before, always remember to use parentheses (  ) around EIGHTH REST counts.    
 

 
Image source: http://plankchoir.weebly.com/eighth-notesrests.html 

 

Counting every beat of a measure in EIGHTH NOTES like this is called SUBDIVIDING. 
SUBDIVIDING is counting & feeling the inner pulses or “mini beats” that are happening in the 
song.  SUBDIVIDING, feeling all possible eighth notes while performing a song, keeps a musician 
from speeding up the BEAT and helps them perform EXACT rhythms.   
 
Now let’s put together everything we have learned to count a rhythm like this: 

 
            1-2   3  +   4        1  +   2   +  (3)(+) 4  +    1-2   (3)  4   +     1 (+)  2    (3) +    4 
 
With WHOLE, HALF, QUARTER, & EIGHTH NOTES you can create MANY rhythms! 
 

PART II. TIME SIGNATURE UPGRADE!  

Another term musicians use when discussing Time Signature is METER, which refers to the 
number of beats in a measure. Up to this point you have counted rhythms in only in 4/4 time 
(AKA Common Time or Quadruple Meter).  This is only one of many possible time signatures.  
Two other common TIME SIGNATURES are: 
 
 

       3   =  3  beats per measure               2    =   2  beats per measure 
       4        Triple Meter                             4           Duple Meter 
  Used for the dance called a waltz!                      Used for marches & kids songs 
            

 
REMEMBER SUPER-MEGA-IMPORTANT COUNTING RULE #2: NEVER count HIGHER than the 
TOP NUMBER of the time signature!  This means that:  

 in 2/4 time you’ll never count higher than 2.  

 In 3/4 time you’ll never count higher than 3.  
 

See the 3-measure example below. The first measure is in 2/4.  The second is in 3/4.  The final 
bar is in 4/4 Common Time.  
 
 
 
 
 

   Image source: http://www.skyleapmusic.com/beginning-clarinet-songbook/BCSBLesson07/index.html 

 

Notice the use of & instead of + for EIGHTH NOTES on the off beats. The “&” symbol is used 
sometimes instead of a “+” sign, and is still called “AND”.  Both are fine to use.  
 

http://plankchoir.weebly.com/eighth-notesrests.html


Part III. MUSIC SYMBOLS 1 
In addition to Notes and Rests, a good musician must be familiar with a variety of other music 
symbols.  Being a LITERATE musician is much more than just rhythm counting!   
 
Music symbols can be grouped into several categories, and a very important one is DYNAMICS.  
Dynamics are the volume levels of music.  A good piece of music will change dynamic level 
frequently.  This keeps the music interesting and exciting, and helps it to convey emotion.   
 
To show volume in music, Italian words are symbols are often used.  The basic dynamic 
symbols, their Italian names, & their meanings are below: 
 

p piano =  soft              crescendo = gradually get louder 
 

mf mezzo-forte = medium loud           diminuendo = gradually get softer  
                also called a decrescendo 

f forte = loud     

           

TRIVIA TIME OUT- Did you know that the full name of the instrument called the piano is actually 
the “piano-forte” ?  The instrument was named the “soft-loud” by the Italians for its ability to 
play a large dynamic range over its 88 keys.   

 
SINGING TIP: A phrase I teach my singers is this: “LOUD IS WARM.” This means you should 
never sing louder than what sounds good, rich, and full.  We never want a shouty tone, and the 
act of singing should never hurt. If you’re singing loudly and it hurts, something is wrong and 
you should back off, take a deep breath, and start again! 
 
If you sing with good dynamics, you’re well on your way to being a GREAT musician! 
 

Part IV. SOLFEGE LESSON 2 
Hopefully by now you have mastered singing the MAJOR SCALE – the pattern: 
 DO, RE, MI, FA, SO, LA, TI, DO.  Hopefully you’ve memorized your Curwen Hand Signs!   
 

It is likely you’ve heard about other music scales and patterns in class too.  One of the most 
common patterns is called a TRIAD (pronounced: TRY-ad).  A triad is a 3-note chord.  In a triad 
you will sing by SKIPS, that is – you will skip over every other solfege note.  The 2 most common 
and important TRIADS are:  
 

 

    THE MAJOR TRIAD   THE MINOR TRIAD 

                    DO   -   MI   -   SO          LA   -   DO   -   MI  
                         (Skip over RE and FA)              (Skip over TI and RE) 
 

 

When preparing to Sight-Read on Solfege in class, we will first establish the key by singing the 
following pattern:  DO – MI – SO – MI – DO – Low SO – DO which uses the MAJOR TRIAD as its 
base. MEMORIZE THE SOUND AND HAND SIGNS FOR THIS PATTERN! We will use it often!   
 
Now it is time to name some pitches on the musical staff. 
 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/art/dict/thumb/crescend.gif
http://www.merriam-webster.com/art/dict/thumb/crescend.gif


Just like you can COUNT RHYTHMS with numbers, you will also learn how to assign SOLFEGE 
SYLLABLES to notes of a melody.  This will eventually help you to hear notes you see in your 
head without someone playing them all for you on the piano.  
 
To begin, we will learn how to place SOLFEGE SYLLABLES on the notes of a TRIAD.  For major 
TRIADS – THREE RULES will help you do this: 
 

1.) DO can be placed on any LINE or any SPACE.  This is a RULE – JUST ACCEPT IT! (Because 
of this DO can be different in different songs.) 
 

2.) If DO is on a LINE, then  
MI is on the NEXT LINE and SO is on the LINE AFTER THAT. 

=&==v=====x===z==  =&==t=====v===x== 
            DO        MI       SO               DO       MI       SO  
 

3.) If DO is in a SPACE, then  
MI is in the NEXT SPACE and SO is in the SPACE AFTER THAT. 

=&==u=====w===y==  =&==w=====y==={== 
            DO       MI       SO               DO       MI       SO  

 
The rules are the same for MINOR TRIADS – spelled LA-DO-MI, with the exception that you 
start with LA instead of DO. Thus you could say:   
 

1.) LA can be placed on any LINE or any SPACE.  This is a RULE- JUST ACCEPT IT! 
 

2.) If LA is on a LINE, then  
DO is on the NEXT LINE and MI is on the LINE AFTER THAT. 

=&==v=====x===z==  =&==t=====v===x== 
            LA        DO       MI               LA        DO       MI  
 

3.) If LA is in a SPACE, then  
DO is in the NEXT SPACE and MI is in the SPACE AFTER THAT. 

=&==u=====w===y==  =&==w=====y==={== 
            LA        DO       MI               LA        DO       MI  

 
LESSON 2 is NOW DONE!  

 CLICK HERE to Watch Video 2  
Make sure to complete Assignment 2 and  

Take your Quiz by the DUE DATE discussed in class! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2k8OpSe2z0


Name __________________________________ Class:  ______     Date: ___________ 
 

MR. SPEAR’S CHOIR NOTES: ASSIGNMENT 2 
 

A. MATCH the definitions on the right to the terms on the left by WRITING THE LETTER of 
the correct answer on the blank.   

 

1. _____ EIGHTH NOTE    A. feeling the inner beats, counting 1+2+3+4+ 
2. _____ EIGHTH REST    B. gradually get louder volume 
3. _____ SUBDIVIDING    C. strong or loud volume 
4. _____ 3/4 TIME    D. used for marches and kid songs 
5. _____ 2/4 TIME    E. a three note chord where you skip solfege 
6. _____ DYNAMICS    F. medium loud  
7. _____ PIANO    G. a note lasting for ½ of a Beat 
8. _____ MEZZO-FORTE   H. the pattern LA-DO-MI 
9. _____ FORTE     I. gradually get softer 
10. _____ CRESCENDO    J. the pattern DO-MI-SO 
11. _____ DECRESCENDO   K. It takes 2 of these to equal a quarter rest.  
12. _____ DIMINUENDO    L. The various volume levels of music 
13. _____  +    M. another name for this symbol:  
14. _____ TRIAD     N. a time signature with three beats in a bar  
15. _____ MAJOR TRIAD   O. the symbol you write to count off-beats 
16. _____ MINOR TRIAD   P. soft volume  

 
B. RHYTHM MATH. Add the values of the notes and rests in 4/4 time below and write the 

sum on the blanks.  Rests do NOT count as 0.  Some answers are NOT whole numbers.   

1. ===A==F==s====      ______  4.   =s=G=H=G=H=G=H===     _______ 

2. ==U===9===;===      ______  5.   =9==9==9==9==9==9=   _______ 

3. ==r==:==G=H===      ______  6. =d===<===W===I===      _______ 

 
Draw 5 Eighth Notes:    Draw 5 Eighth Rests: 
 
Draw 4 pairs of Eighth Notes beamed in groups of 2: 
 

C. SHORT ANSWER.  Answer the following in 1-2 sentences.  
 

1. What are two advantages of subdividing rhythms?  
 
 

2. Name two advantages of using dynamics when performing music. 
 
 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/art/dict/thumb/crescend.gif


 
3. When singing properly, it should never ____________________. 

 
4. Loud is _______________, which means you should never sing louder than it sounds  

 
    ________________, ______________, and ______________.  
 

5. What should you do if your voice starts to hurt while singing?  
 
 

6. If DO is on a LINE, MI is on the next __________, and SO is on the _________ after that.  
 

7. If LA is in a SPACE, DO is in the next __________, and MI is in the _________ after that.  
 

8. Which of the following ways can EIGHTH notes appear in music?  (CIRCLE ALL RIGHT 
answers)      Connected In Groups of 4 Connected In Groups of 2 By themselves  

 
D. SOLFEGE.  Place Solfege syllables DO, MI, SO, or LA under each note of these TRIADS,   

AND Draw the MISSING WHOLE NOTES.  

1. =&==v====x====z=== 4. =&=========y===={=== 

                         DO       ____ ____        DO        _____      SO 

2. =&===d=====f=====h=== 5. =&=========v========= 

____     MI ____         LA          DO          MI 

3. =&===e=====g====i===  6. =&==w====y===={==== 

LA       ____ ____      ____       DO        ____ 
 

E. RHYTHM COUNTING. Write Rhythm Counts under the following rhythms.   
WATCH THE TIME SIGNATURES! 

1.=&=4=H==H==H==H==W==U=!=d===R==G=G=!==S==d===Z=!==E==E==V==i===-=. 
 

2.=&=4=X====9==H==d======!=E==E==V===:===9==G=!==X===;======Y===. 
 

3.=&=3=W====H==F==D==C=!=d=====R===!==:==d====!==E==E==V====W===-=. 



 

4.=&=3=9==H==9==D==9==F=!=H==9=D==9=V==!==d====F==F=!==Y==-;==. 

 

5.=&=2=d=====!==W===V==!==S===F==F=!==G==G==Y=!==D==D==I==I===. 

 

6.=&=2=;=======!==\====:=====!==F==F===9==D==!==D==9==I==I===. 

 

7.=&=3=F==H==F==D==F==F=!=f=====9==F=!==Y===W===X=!==:==i=====. 

 

8.=&=4=H==H==H==H==H==H==H==H!==H==9==H==H==9==H==H==9=!==t=-=. 
 
 

F. Compose an 8-measure rhythm in 3/4 time in the box below.                
a. Use Half, Quarter, and Eighth Notes. 
b. Use at least 2 Different Rests.  
c. Draw BAR LINES to separate measures.  
d. Make sure every measure adds up to 3 TOTAL BEATS. 
e. Add RHYTHM COUNTS.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


